
ASTON MARTIN
Vantage V8 / DB9  

Vanquish / DBS 

The customization programme for your



Aston Martin Vantage V8 / DB9 / Vanquish / DBS 

Many model – one customization specialist

MANSORY convinces everyone with their ISO-certified 

quality products or superior designs. Whether it is 

aerodynamics optimised in the wind tunnel or vehicle 

components tested extensively on racetracks, MANSORY 

sets the standards when it comes to the customization 

of Aston Martin automobiles. The selection of the 

finest materials that only dreams seem to be made 

of also emphasise MANSORY’s superb expertise. 

Exclusively manufactured light alloy wheels, electronic 

and mechanical components complete the powerful 

enhancements of high-performance engines and bring 

the comprehensive portfolio of MANSORY to a full circle. 

What attracts drivers to this vehicle with rich tradition 

is based on its engineering and creative innovations, in 

all aspects of exclusive individualization of a vehicle. 

Nearly all aerodynamic components are fabricated 

by the engineers at MANSORY of high-tensile 

polyurethane (PU-RIM) and from prepreg autoclave 

carbon, characteristic of MANSORY. During the 

process, the carbon-fibre parts are given a permanent 

shape in autoclaves by using vacuum and heat, which 

guarantees a perfect surface finish with low weight.
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Interior

As usual, MANSORY turns the interior into a 

quality and innovative design that is second to 

none. Using superb style and perfect craftsmanship, 

MANSORY integrates state-of-the-art entertainment 

components and combines them with exquisite 

surfaces made of the finest leathers, exotic 

woods, exposed carbon, or aluminium trims. 





Fully forged & Alloy Wheels

Especially adjusted to the stylistic features and the 

technical requirements of the Aston Martin’s range 

of vehicles, MANSORY developed a 20-inch rim. The 

design of the ultra-light forged wheel unites sportiness 

and elegance and perfectly fills out the wheel houses. 

In addition, a perfectly adjusted coilover suspension 

lowers the centre of gravity of this noble sports car 

and renders perfect road holding characteristics.



High Performance

MANSORY offers sport exhaust systems with 

a powerful sound. The result of this interaction 

between jazzy tailpipe, sports catalytic converter, 

and high performance manifold is an optimized 

exhaust gas system and a vastly improved vehicle 

response, especially in the lower RPM range.



Company owner and namesake Kourosh Mansory and his team have 
been customising exclusive car brands since 1989. MANSORY stands 
for high-tech production combined with master craftsmanship and 
the finest materials. Harmoniously designed aerodynamics packages, 
ultra-light aluminium wheel rims and powerful engine performance 
upgrades form the basis of the company’s technology range. Top-quality 
accessories and stylish interiors complete the range.

Technology partners:

W W W. M A N S O R Y. C O M 
MORE THAN TRADITION, MORE THAN RACING


